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editorial
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Vinod Shah

The Heavy Cost

 Herod the Great was the Roman client king of Judea. It was during his time and rule 
that the proclamation of Jesus birth came... from the angel to Mary, to the shepherds. 
To wise men from the east, there was the sign of the star and where else would they 
come questioning and searching in their wisdom, but to Herod..They took their eyes 
off the star which had guided them so far.

Then again, the question is: “Why was it that when Herod the King summoned the 
chief priests and scribes and asked them about the birth place of the Messiah, did 
they so very readily tell him the prophetic location i.e. “Bethlehem”?

The Chief priests knew the kind of King he was; he was known as "a madman who 
murdered his own family and a great many rabbis", "the evil genius of the Judean  
nation", and "prepared to commit any crime in order to gratify his unbounded ambition".
The Chief priests knew that Herod the king was elected by Rome to be the “King of 
the Jews”; they knew that the birth of Jesus a “king of the Jews” would give Herod the 
impression that a usurper was born and would make him paranoid and murderous. 
Why did they not hesitate to instruct Herod? And if they had to tell him, could they not 
have told him that Christ the Messiah was not a usurper of human Kings’ thrones but 
had to come to destroy Satan the real usurper?

The Chief priests did not use their knowledge responsibly; it cost Bethlehem and 
Ramah, the lives of all children below two years of age.  They loved being consulted 
by powerful people.

The doctors who possess much knowledge have to be responsible in the way they 
dispense it. They have to be careful about obliging “mammon”, the choices they  make 
and the stands they take. The cost of misplaced actions might be too much.



The posters and flyers are ready, the main speakers are arranged, the outline of 
the program is set, and we are ready to receive your registration! In May this will be  
technically possible, so stay informed about the latest updates through our website 
www.icmda2014.org. 

In the meantime we are working on  seminar sessions, spiritual care, music etc,  
making the Congress  become more concrete each week. We are happy to prepare 
this beautiful meeting for every one of you and invite you to promote the Congress 
with us. Use the promotion material on the website, invite your local CMF-members 
and help us to make this an unforgettable experience for Christian medics and  
dentists throughout the world.

Dates  : 19 to 26 July 2014 in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
Theme : ‘Serve, Share, Shine’ exploring both our professional identity and vision  
  as Christians in the fields of medicine and dentistry.

Students and Junior Graduates’ Congress : 19-22 July 
Main Congress  : 23-26 July 

Speakers : Prof. John Wyatt, Dr. Jorge Cruz and Dr. Florence Muindi. 

Interactive seminar sessions would focus on important issues. 

The first Congress in 1963 was held in the Netherlands and now it is time to celebrate 50 
years of ICMDA during the upcoming World Congress to see what God has done through 
the ICMDA all these years and look to the future. 

We are honored to host this wonderful World Congress and hope to welcome as many 
people as possible from all over the world, so: Save the date, spread the word and be 
there in 2014! We look forward to this time of fellowship and celebration.

For more information and registration visit our website www.icmda2014.org

From the National Organizing Committee ICMDA 2014, 
The Netherlands
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BURSARY FUND APPEAL
We feel sure that you are as excited as we are about the XV ICMDA World Congress 
and Student/Junior graduate pre-conference to be held in Rotterdam, Netherlands from 
19 - 26 July 2014. If you have not already done so, we invite you to visit the website  
www.icmda2014.org and register to be there.
Our hope is that every member country and contact group will be represented, making it 
truly a Congress of the ICMDA family around the world. 
In some corners of the globe there are sure to be those for whom being there will remain 
but a distant dream.Such a dream can become a reality.  Christian graduate and student  
colleagues, who would not otherwise be able to attend, are supported by the ICMDA  
Bursary Fund.  The fund seeks to cover registration, accommodation plus a small  
contribution towards travel costs amounting in total to an average between US$500 
-$1000 (Euro 330 - Euro 660) per person. Over the years so many have been enabled 
to share in this "life changing" experience and we trust that even more will come in 2014.
Your contribution to the Fund can make all the difference.  We invite you to help towards 
reaching our target of US$ 150 000 (105,000 Euro).  Your gift may be made to:

1. ICMDA 2014  (Bank transfer: For all international donors excepting UK and USA, please send  
    contributions to this account)

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN MEDICAL AND
DENTAL ASSOCIATION

** (Gifts from UK tax payers are eligible for gift aid where a gift aid declaration is completed)

Bank Account Number 158538846 
IBAN (SEPA) NL78RABO0158538846 
BIC (SWIFT) RABONL2U 
Name of Bank RABOBANK GROUP 
 Topic ICMDA 2014 Bursary Fund/Name of your 

Organisation.

ACCOUNT NAME ICMDA (UK) Trust

BANK DETAILS HSBC Bank plc. 96 High Street, Kings Heath,
Birmingham, B14 7LD, UK

SORT CODE 40 11 15
ACCOUNT NUMBER 81810642
IBAN GB76MIDL40111581810642
SWIFT CODE (BIC) MIDLGB2119K
REFERENCE ICMDA 2014 Bursary Fund/Name of your Organisation.

2. ICMDA (UK) Trust Bank transfer for UK donors
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3. ICMDA 2014  credit card payment for all international donors excepting USA, please log in  
 
  to this link https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/icmdauktrust



The ICMDA (UK) Trust in the UK is able to accept financial donations for any aspect 
of ICMDA's work. If you are making a gift specifically for the ICMDA Bursary Fund 
please specify this when sending your  gift. Gifts from UK taxpayers are eligible 
for gift aid where the donor has completed a gift aid declaration. Gifts to the ICMDA 
(UK) trust can either be sent as cheques to their financial administrator, Mrs Elizabeth  
Mander or transferred using online banking using the UK trusts account details. When  
using the online bank transfer option and using the credit card option (charity giving) 
please inform Mrs Mander that the gift is for ICMDA 2014 bursary either by email or by an  
appropriate online banking reference when setting up the transfer. Please note the trust 
can only acknowledge your gift and provide a receipt for your giving if we have your 
contact details. The secretary of the UK trust, Dr Gareth Payne can be contacted at  
uktrust@icmda-online.org. 

Mrs Elizabeth Mander, Finance Administrator on behalf of ICMDA (UK) Trust 
84 Grange Road, Kings Heath, Birmingham, B14 7RJ, Email: liz.mander@icmda-online.org

**   PLEASE REFERENCE ALL GIFTS CLEARLY - ICMDA BURSARY FUND
together with your contact details for acknowledgement**

Your support can mean a life changing experience.  Many many thanks.  We look forward 
to acknowledging your support.

All blessings in our Lord Jesus Christ.

Sincerely yours in Him

4.    USA Donors
     Christian Medical and Dental Associations

       P O Box 7500, Bristol, Tennessee, USA
        Zip Code - 37621- 7500
       To donate online please log on to www.cmda.org/icmdabursary
           ** (USA Donors : Gifts qualify for tax benefits) Any one outside the USA can also  
         pay via this route but will not get tax benefit.

Dr. Vinod Shah
CEO, ICMDA.

For USA donors - (CREDIT CARD PAYMENT)
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South AmericA 

Brazil 

Our National movement student groups started one year 
ago and since then we've been collecting experiences and  
preparing to act at the universities. 
The International Symposium of "Medicos de Cristo” took 
place in Brazil from 7 - 12 October, in four different cities: Rio de  
Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Campinas and Belo Horizonte. It was a 
great opportunity to receive Dr. Vinod Shah and Dr. Josephine 
van de Maat, to advertise the world Congress and to have 
a taste of our international family, while we discussed the  
challenges of being a doctor in the postmodern world. We 
thank God for all the work done during those days and we 
hope to reconnect soon. 

eASt ASiA 
ICMDA East Asia Conference 2013 

Herng-Der Chern,Regional Secretary of ICMDA, East Asia, writes,

In the last 42 years, there has been a legend “Asian Christian  
Medical Workers and Student Exchange Program, ACMWSEP”,  
nicknamed “Trination conference” rotating among 3 ICMDA member  
countries, namely KCMA (Korea), JCMA (Japan) and TCMA  
(Taiwan). With the establishment of the ICMDA East Asia  
Regional Committee in the 2012 Taiwan conference, it was 
decided that the 42nd ACMWSEP will also be named as 

“The 1st ICMDA East Asia Conference 2013” to be more inclusive for other 
ICMDA members in the East Asia region. 
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The conference was held at the DMD Place, Yong-In 
city, Korea from Aug. 6-11, 2013 with 80 participants 
from Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong, Mongolia  
and six ICMDA board members. The theme was  
“Appropriate Medical Mission-Who are good Christian 
medical workers?” The program included a student 
field trip and food service to the homeless, visiting the museum of missionary martyrs 
cemetery, first church in Korea, presentations and culture night. The executive committee 
of the ICMDA East Asia Regional conference was held. JCMA reported that the “ICMDA 
East Asia Conference 2014” would be in Nagoya, Japan from Aug. 6-10, 2014. 

Japan also got all support from the committee members to apply for hosting the 2018 
ICMDA World Congress. Under the leadership of the chairman, Dr. Chul-Min Ahn from 
KCMA, core members of the executive committee decided to have a regular bimonthly 
online meeting via Facebook. KCMA, JCMA, TCMA and the Hong Kong CMF all agreed 
to pay an annual fee of US$1,000 to promote  regional activities.

After three successful online meetings via Facebook on Sept. 7, 14 and 28, 2013, the  
vision for ICMDA East Asia region was decided to be “Service, Witness and Fellowship for  
Medical Workers and students in East Asia, and beyond”. With this vision, regional  
committee structure, budget and platform annual conference, we hope that we can fulfill 
our mission call from the Lord under the ICMDA platform.

oceAniA 

 Fiji 
Sainimili Leba reports,

FSMCF ANNUAL CAMP 2013 – “Fear Of the Lord, Faith & Medicine”

The FSMCF free camp was held from  
23 - 25 August 2013 at the Coral Coast 
Christian Campsite. The CF camp this 
year was a combined camp with the 
students of Fiji School of Medicine, Fiji 
School of Nursing and the graduates of 
both institutions. The theme of the camp 
was taken from 2 Timothy 1:7 – “For 
God hath not given us spirit of fear but of  
power, and love and of a sound mind”. 

It was a much awaited camp for most of the students especially the juniors who were  
disappointed on Friday due to a typhoid outbreak in Kivi, Hoodless and PCP which  

prevented them from attending camp. Medical and nursing students from 
Tamavua and Pasifika  headed for camp by bus. The members of Youth 
With A Mission from Australia and Hawaii, welcomed them and helped the  
campers divide into 10 groups.
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 On Saturday morning after  
morning devotions and exercise 
followed by a praise and worship 
session, Reverend Tony Wright 
started with an introduction to the 
theme, “Fear of the Lord”. The 
next session was with the Director  
of Nursing, Mrs Selina Waqa who 
spoke on faith and medicine.  
After lunch, an elective session 
on the topics of Relationship 
with God and family, boy and girl  

relationships and Jesus the Word was elaborated by Mr Qoro, Pastor Naca and Aunty Emele. 

We had games in the afternoon and swimming in the sea. After dinner, the groups 
got ready for a fun night where messages were  
conveyed through dances, songs and skits. Before the 
fun night began, Sister Nate talked briefly on the topic  
Intimacy with God, and gave an altar call to which 
many responded. 

 After morning devotions and breakfast on the final 
day, everyone got ready for Sunday service. The 
Sunday session was taken by Dr Eloni Tora who is 
the Permanent Secretary for Health and he summed 
up the camp theme. The topic on the Holy Spirit was 
profound, teaching us the importance of His presence 
in our lives and how He is our personal helper. The  
session ended with Holy Communion.
In all, it was a blessed camp and we saw God provide for 
all the needs. To Him be the glory.
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A committee consisting of students and junior doctors was in charge of the conference 
and for coordinating all the aspects of the programme.

The theme of the conference was our theme of the year:  
"Evangelisation or Passion". Dr.Pablo Martinez was the main 
speaker and gave us very good talks, connecting Scripture to 
our daily life, according to the theme. We were very inspired and 
blessed through his ministry. His motto for the talks was: "Shining 
like stars". That is the goal for us as Christian doctors and students.

During the conference we also had the annual assembly. We 
got a new member voted to the board and we were blessed with 

a new missionary secretary.

Please pray for our work for the coming year, 
that it may grow continually and be a help to our  
members so that we will be able to "shine like stars".

eurASiA 
Denmark 

Ellen Kappelgaard of CMF, Denmark 
reports

We had the Annual Conference of the 
Danish Christian Medical Fellowship 
from 27-29 September. 90 members 
took part, out of which 25 were medical 
students. We had a wonderful weekend 
together in every way.
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SerBia 

First ICMDA Balkan Conference, Nis Serbia. September 2013
Klara Kisgeci Dudas,President of CMF Serbia reports,

’Christian Healthcare Professionals in a  
Society in Crisis’ was the title of the first  
ICMDA Balkan Conference at Nis, which 
was held in Serbia from 26-29 September.

It was considered as historical and a significant 
conference for the whole region in Europa. 

‘This is a huge vision’ said one of the speakers. 
Christian healthcare ministers could bring 
God’s love and healing in relations between 
the Balkan nations. 

The pre conference ’International Saline’ 
course was started with prayer and led by Dr Györi Gábor-HU and Alet Uittenbogaard-NL. 
There were 75 participants, mostly medical students, young medicos and healthcare  
professionals.

The main Conference had nearly 150 participants with many students from Albania,  
Bulgaria, Bosnia& Herzegovina, Croatia, Greece,  Republika Makedonija, Romania,  
Serbia. The speakers were from  Hungaria, Nederland, United Kingdom, USA and  Lebanon. 
It was a blessing to have excellent speakers who shared what was on their hearts. It was 
a blessing to have  highly skilled experts and Christian leaders like Dr. Demosthenes 
Katsarkas from Thessaloniki, with the theme "Christian doctors in the twenty first century, 
Prof Dr Glynn Harrison from the UK, with the theme" Guarding the Heart: Dangers in the 
heart and life of the busy clinician '. We were very honored to have as our guests, Dr Rick 
Paul, Dr James Tomlinson, and Dr Ralph Zarazir from Lebanon. Some experts and speakers 
were from Romania and Bulgaria. There were three workshops: PRIME International, 
Leadership, CHE training and presentation, and one for dentists. 
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We had a short excursion  to join the celebration of  
1700th Anniversary of the Milan Edict  at Nis, and we 
visited the oldest Orthodox church from as late as IV 
century, a fortress and a one month exhibition of the  
Roman culture with Konstantin the Great.  

The cultural evening showed up new talents in a creative  
and original way. It was a celebration of poems and 
biblical message through drama, old customs and  
distortion Illusionists. 
The feedback of one participant was:“ I found it greatly  
enjoyable and very encouraging; I learnt a lot and had 
many helpful conversations. The Lord was indeed  
present .“
We were all strengthened in spirit and praised the Lord. Received God’s promises from 
the Bible verses Amos 9: 13,14
www.hmuserbia.org 

Prayer update for Serbia

• Thank you for  praying for us
• for more students and cooperation with Christian student organizations
• to meet those souls who are hungry for God and for their understanding and  

development
• For God's truth and to spread the Word freely.
• for Saline Solution seminar for medicos and students
• That the seed would fall on good soil and will produce much in the field of health
• for prayer meetings to  continue

BalkanS 
Article from the Baltic Camp
Anete & Geir-Anders Kaldal report,
Nineteen students and juniors, spouses and lecturers gathered at the mountain resort 
Hermon in Norway for a Nordic & Baltic Leadership Training from June 27 – July 2. In  
addition to the Norwegian delegation, we had people coming from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,  
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Finland, Denmark and UK. The purposes of 
the training were to strengthen the contact 
between group leaders, to inspire and equip 
present and future leaders, to facilitate  
exchange of ideas and challenges, and 
to provide an arena for fellowship and  
recreation. We picked up the participants 
at Oslo city centre and Oslo airport by a 
minibus, and the trip to Hermon became a 
nice introduction to the training.

External contributors were psychiatrist and Eurasia Committee member Heike  
Gerhardt from Germany and emergency physician and leader of the student ministry  
of CMF UK, Giles Cattermole. Their seminars were quite different, but actually  
fitted together even better than we had imagined. Heike`s seminars focused mainly 
 on leadership and calling and the importance of border making and care for oneself as 
a platform where one can serve others in a good way. Giles touched the question  
why we need a CMF, and gave practical tips for planning of a program for a  
student or junior group. We were reminded that all the activity should arise from a  
natural need/wish to gather as Christian medics, and that we often make it too  
complicated, where the program itself remains the main focus. He also looked at how we 
can evangelize in our everyday situations and especially as medics.

We spent time for worship and prayer for the ministry in the different countries. Our  
colleague Sini Vaali now steps down from the regional ministry after almost 4 years of 
faithful service, and that fact was of course paid attention to, at the same time as we 
emphasized the need for her successor(s). Towards the end of the training we spent one 
day hiking in the mountains, and the foreign participants really seemed to pass the test 
needed to become members of the Norwegian CMF  In our mountain trip we were 
involved in a rescue operation, where a sheep was extracted from the mud where it was 
stuck. During the testimony meeting on the last evening that event was used more than 
once to illustrate spiritual experiences. Whether the local farmer will donate to the ICMDA 
we do not know at the moment…

On the last day we went for an excursion to the Sognefjord area, where we had a really 
nice time together in beautiful surroundings. Heidi Kvarme (Norwegian junior) was in charge 
of the kitchen and made delicious food for us, and we also had other good helpers who 
made it possible to run the training. From the feedback we got, it seems that the teaching 
was useful and inspiring, and that the spaced program allowed quite a bit of recreation 
time which was highly appreciated. Personally we were surely blessed by the training.

Student & Junior Leader Training for the Nordic & Baltic countries
Anete & Geir-Anders Kaldal report
The 10th  anniversary  of the Baltic Christian Students` Summer Camp took place in  
Tukums, Latvia from 21-25 August, gathering about 30 students and jun-
iors. A small team of Latvian students had prepared the camp very well, 
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and the venue was just perfect for such an 
event. Local Christian doctors gave lectures 
 that were inspiring, impressive and 
brave in the context of the current Latvian  
society. It is great to see that there are such 
senior doctors who can guide the younger 
generation in the right direction. These  
countries really need them. Individual juniors 
from UK and Norway also attended and partly 
 took part in the teaching both practically and 
by lecture.  

The missionary couple Mauldin contributed by strong Biblical teaching and mentoring as 
they had done ever since the camp started out in 2004 (also in Latvia). During the closing 
evening some of the juniors (soon specialists) who were involved in the early camps as 
fresh students took part in a panel interview, which concluded with promising thoughts  
for the future students and juniors work in the Baltics. Worshipping God around the  
fireplace later that evening was a special experience.
We praise God that all the needs for the camp were provided.

SweDen 
CMDA Sweden
David Holford reports : 

Ars Medicina: The magazine of CDMA 
Sweden has been a cornerstone of the  
organisation for more than 25 years. 
Largely written and produced by members 
of CMDA, the magazine functions as a 
way of encouraging Christian doctors 
in their faith in a profession that grows  
increasingly cynical towards God. Many 
voices seek to influence the way Christian 
doctors think and act; this magazine 
seeks to be a voice for God’s wisdom, and a testimony to God’s acts, in the world of 
health care. However, budget constraints have meant that it has not been possible this 
year (2013) to produce a printed copy of the magazine and only one email edition (“Ars 
Medicina Express”) has been published. Pray that CMDA Sweden would soon find a way 
to restart this important aspect of its work.

Student worker: CMDA Sweden has recently employed its first paid staff member, Joakim 
Stiernspetz, who has commenced an appointment as student worker one day a week, 
at the same time as his career as a newly qualified doctor. He has been busy with  

regional breakfast meetings for medical and dental students, as well 
as helping to organise a recent student weekend at Broddetorp. Student  
involvement is growing: at Sweden’s newest medical school in Örebro 
10% of students have joined CMDA. The Christian student movement in 
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Umeå in Sweden’s north has made a new start, 
after a period of inactivity. At the university  
in Linköping around 100 students attended an 
evening meeting with the theme, “Ask God”. 
Pray that the Holy Spirit would strengthen these  
students in their faith, and help them grow in their  
willingness and determination to be God’s  
people in the world of healthcare in Sweden.

A Christian voice: CMDA aims to be a voice for 
God in an increasingly secularised Swedish  
society. Christians in Sweden are expected 
to remain silent about their faith in the public  

arena. To openly stand up for godly principles often means ridicule and disdain, and this 
is true even in the medical world. Pray for CMDA Sweden as various individuals speak 
out for God in this environment, that the fellowship of believers would support and care 
for those who have suffered for speaking what is true and right. Pray that CMDA members 
would know when to speak and what to say to honor God in this society.

Cooperation with Ukraine: A year ago CMDA Sweden formed a relationship with CMDA 
Ukraine, in Odessa, where the medical school educates both local and international  
students. The cooperation with Odessa continues to grow, particularly through the efforts 
of Valdemar Landgren, a medical student in Gothenburg. Christian doctors and medical 
students in Odessa regularly conduct outreaches to rural areas in the region, where they 
offer free medical care to those in need. CMDA Sweden had the opportunity in June to join 
one of these outreaches, with several doctors and medical students from here joining our 
brothers and sisters in Ukraine. Pray that this alliance would grow and develop, and that 
it would be a mutual encouragement to all involved.

PRIME conference:We are excited that 
CMDA will be hosting a conference in 
January 2014 at which participants can 
 begin to learn the principles of working with 
PRIME, a UK-based organisation which  
offers mentoring and coaching to medical 
students and doctors in needy countries, 
using Christian principles to facilitate a  
better practice of medicine. Pray that many 
would be excited and engaged by the  
possibilities that this conference can give 
for future work for the Kingdom in the 
context of the medical world. If you are 
a Christian doctor, dentist or medical/dental student, you are welcome to  
attend. The dates are 24-26 January 2014, the place is Burås Lutheran Church  
(Buråskyrkan) in Gothenburg, and the cost is SEK 700 (€77) - less for  
students! Contact us through our website at www.doctors4christ.com. 
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Healthcare Bible: Bible for the Nations is an organisation which produces New Testaments  
for target audiences. They are currently working in Sweden to produce an edition for 
health care personnel, the so called Vårdbibel. CMDA Sweden is one of the organisations  
with which they are partnering to produce this Bible, which will contain life stories,  
interviews, poems, prayers and statements. Pray that this Bible will be a powerful  
influence for good in the lives of many health care workers.
Johan Semby reports ;
 For a few intense days, doctors and medical students from CMDA Sweden / KLM , the 
Ukraine and Belarus CMDA had the chance to bless hundreds of people in the Ukrainian  
countryside with free medical examinations and medicine. Medical students Josefin  
Henrysson , Valdemar Landgren, Anton Halldin and Elisabeth Olsson got working  and  
assisted at gynecology and eye examinations , and helped where needed alongside 
Ukrainian doctors and nurses. The work was intense and there was a seemingly never 
ending queue of patients waiting for me and ophthalmologist Dr . Helena. We were able to 
help many on the spot, some we referred to the hospital in Odessa. Sometimes we could 
not offer any medical help. Some would then start to cry. However, there was something 
we could always do. Comfort. To then be able to pray with the patient created a warmth 
and presence which often was turned into a smile and gratitude.
 " Sometimes we can cure , often we can alleviate , but we can always comfort ... "

Inasmuch as ye have done  unto one of these my brethren ye have done it unto me
Matthew 25:40

During the largest healthcare event, Swedish Medical Association medical national  
conference, CMDA SWEDEN/ KLM took part as a steadfast force. The most exciting 
was the panel discussion in Elimchurch on freedom of conscience on Thursday evening. 
Stefan Gustavsson from the Swedish Evangelical Alliance, gave a thoughtful historical  
background about freedom issues in Sweden. Roger Kiska, lawyer and representative 
of the "Alliance Defending Freedom" with over 2,000 lawyers in 31 countries fighting for 
freedom of religion, presented their work. Moderator for the meeting was our Magnus 
Landgren, chief editor of Ars Medicina, his comments as well as Gunilla Gomer from  
prolife and Parliamentary Woman Annelie Enochson, gave a depth and made people to 
think on important issues such as these. 
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South eASt ASiA 
inDoneSia 

God is gracious, and He is our stronghold. Praise God for His blessing on CMDF  
Indonesia so far.

We are grateful for the brothers and sisters who are working for the upcoming National  
Students Conference and the Doctors’ conference next year, 2014. And as we  
prepare for those events, we also need to get ready for the 9th Medical Mission course 
which will be held in February 2014. It is an intensive training in medical mission for young 
doctors who want to do mission.
In between these activities, we have some ministries in primary health care for prison 
ministries in  West Java. 

Dr.Lydia Pratanu reports

Please do support us in prayer for 
the writing of the new Bible Study  
material for doctors that is still an  
ongoing process.

We also pray for our contribution as 
well as participants in the coming  
ICMDA conference 2014 in Nederlands.
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WeSt AfricA 

lome

REPORT FROM LOME CONFERENCE 

The Conference was held from 7 - 11 Au-
gust, 2013

One hundred and twenty participants at-
tended from Nigeria, Togo, Benin, Ghana, 
Mali, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea 
and France.
The President of CMDA Ghana and   and  
Dr Augustine from South Africa led the  
conference.
The meetings with students and junior doctors was very interactive and fruitful.

There were plenary seminars, symposia, leadership teaching, variety night with country 
representatives and impartation service.

The Congress was held and various representatives were appointed   to represent  
Eastern West Africa and Western West Africa Brother John Paul from Togo and Dr. Sidibe 
from Mali coordinated by Martin Osse from Benin republic.

Recommendations were made after discussions on the same.
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Ghana

Dr. W. Appeadu-Mensah, President, CMDF, Ghana, reports,
The Ghana Christian Medical and Dental fellowship has continued to have national  
meetings once a year   since its inception at various places in the country.

In July 2012 a meeting was held at the Tamale teaching hospital which is in the north of 
the country. The theme was, “Faith and Medicine”. A number of topics were based on 
the theme.  The importance of healing from the LORD in relation to medical practice was 
emphasized.   A medical outreach programme was organized for a deprived community 
where a number of patients were treated free of charge. 

In July 2013, the national meeting was held at Koforidua in the eastern region of our 
country. The theme was Medicine and Missions. The importance of missions in our work 
as practitioners was emphasized. In addition a talk was given on the scientific basis of  
Homosexuality. There was an outreach to a school in the community where a talk was  
given on homosexuality. It was a very fruitful meeting. The next national meeting is 
planned for July 2014.

Meetings are held regularly in hospitals at various localities throughout the year. In Accra,  
Kumasi, Cape-Coast, Tamale,  
at weekly and monthly  
intervals. Membership meet-
ings are an average of 5 to 
15 depending on the locality.
We have a total membership 
of about 50 doctors. The 
numbers are more in areas 
like Cape coast and Tamale 
where students are involved. 
Attached are pictures taken 
during our conferences in  
Tamale and Koforidua.
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South AfricA

Dr Jan Kunene,  ICMDA Regional  
Secretary for Southern Africa, reports :
170 delegates congregated near  
Winterton in the KZN Drakensberg for a 
CMF conference, which drew people from 
all over Southern Africa: Namibia, Botswana, 
Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia with  
Mozambique being the only nation  
missing.  The theme was 'Wholehearted' 
which was investigated from scripture 
with application into all the facets of life 
that we as health professionals face: 
public sector, rural medicine, private  
sector, student life, leadership, evangelism (saline solution), medicine of the person (Paul 
Tournier), medical missionaries. The photographs are just a snippet of what happened.
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January 24 – 26  CMDA Conference at Buraskyrkan in Gothenburg.
   Contact – www.doctors4christ.com

November 8 -10    NCMDA 10th Anniversary conference at 
    kathmandu, Nepal.
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For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, and the government 
will be on his shoulders. And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, 
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.     Isaiah 9:6   
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